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HIGHLIGHTS 22 

• Mapping of ridge-furrow structures on the seabed slope offshore Angola 23 

• Observation of the dimension, orientation & migration of ridge-furrow structures 24 

• How feature orientation & migration may hint at the past-bottom-currents regime 25 

• Off-shelf dense water, canyon overflow, internal waves, or mix may be the origin 26 

  27 



ABSTRACT 28 

3D seismic reflection data have been used to map 784 enigmatic ridge-furrow 29 

structures in water depths of 0.8-1.7 km offshore Angola. The structures are characterised by 30 

asymmetric ridges with intervening furrows, typically <0.5-5.5 km long, with a sinuous to 31 

bifurcating planform. The furrows are well-imaged on seismic profiles, and range from 60-80 32 

m in width, up to 10 m in amplitude, and 0.1-1 km in wavelength. The furrow sets aggrade in 33 

a downslope direction and occur in arrays that have an internally consistent direction that is 34 

either parallel, or slightly diverging or converging. Two alternative origins are considered: (1) 35 

furrows that are dominantly erosional scours formed from seafloor-incising currents flowing 36 

parallel to the furrows, with the ridges a by-product of the erosion, or (2) the ridge-furrows are 37 

bottom-current generated dune-type sediment waves. The latter interpretation allows us to 38 

reconstruct a key component of the deepwater bottom-currents regime along this continental 39 

margin from the Middle Pleistocene to the present-day. The most likely transport agent 40 

responsible for the interpreted sediment waves is a palaeo-bottom-current regime with a flow 41 

direction toward the west-southwest/south-southwest, the same direction of the sediment 42 

wave migration. The palaeo-bottom currents would then be expected to have a very specific 43 

flow regime with 1<Frmax<2 and may originate from longshore currents cascading off the shelf, 44 

Congo Canyon distal overflows, breaking internal waves or a mixture of these processes.  45 

  46 



1. INTRODUCTION 47 

Seismic stratigraphic analysis can provide excellent constraints on the bottom-current 48 

behaviour across a diverse range of continental margins through the identification of bottom-49 

current controlled depositional systems (e.g., Gruetzner et al., 2014; Hohbein and Cartwright, 50 

2006; Lamb et al., 2017; Miramontes et al., 2021; Palanques et al., 2006). Advances in seismic 51 

reflection imaging and the wider availability of 3D data, have led to refinements in the seismic 52 

stratigraphy of bottom-current controlled depositional systems and allow for the direct 53 

observation of their bedforms and evolution through time (Faugères et al., 1999;  Hernández-54 

Molina et al., 2016; Rebesco et al., 2014). The seismic geomorphology of these bedforms can 55 

also help us to better understand the relationship between bottom-currents and sedimentary 56 

processes – e.g., how bottom-current flow direction and strength influences bedform 57 

morphology and grain-size distribution (McCave, 1971; Stow et al., 2009). 58 

Linear erosive furrows and moats are a typical seismic geomorphological expression 59 

of contourites and their presence has frequently been used to unravel palaeoceanographic 60 

conditions across a diverse range of environmental and geological settings (e.g., Hernández-61 

Molina et al., 2006; Lamb et al., 2017; Lobo et al., 2011; Nugraha et al., 2019). Although the 62 

term ‘furrow‘ has been used in other studies to describe linear erosive features formed by 63 

iceberg/stumoki scouring or linear depressions considered as non-erosive features (Table 1) 64 

(e.g., Gay et al., 2004; Halberstadt et al., 2016; Newton et al., 2016, 2018). 65 

In this study, hundreds of furrow structures with intervening ridges have been mapped 66 

using 3D seismic reflection data from the continental slope of the Lower Congo Basin, offshore 67 

Angola (Fig. 1). Previously, the presence of furrows with a similar character were recognised 68 

in a 3D seismic survey located to the north of the Congo Canyon (Gay et al., 2004). Furrows 69 

with a similar seismic expression can also be observed on data published from elsewhere 70 

along the West African passive margin (e.g., Lonergan et al., 2013, Maia et al., 2016, Serié et 71 

al., 2017), even though they were not described specifically in those studies (Fig.1 and Table 72 

2). The main aims of this paper are to provide a rigorous description of the ridge-furrow arrays 73 

in the study area using 3D seismic data, place this descriptive framework into a regional 74 



context, and from this infer the origins of the ridge-furrows and their palaeoceanographic 75 

significance. 76 

 77 

2. STUDY AREA 78 

2.1. Oceanographic background 79 

The 3D seismic reflection data used in this study are located on the continental slope 80 

of the Lower Congo Basin in the eastern South Atlantic Ocean, in water depths of 0.8-1.7 km 81 

(Fig.1,2). The upper layer of the water-column in the region is filled with surface water (SW) 82 

that is circulated by the Angola Currents (AC) or Benguela Coastal Currents (BCC) (Hardman-83 

Mountford et al., 2003; Hopkins et al., 2013) and Congo River discharge (Fig.2). The SW that 84 

is carried by the AC is characterised as a fast, narrow, stable, warm, and saline water mass 85 

that occupies a water depth range of 0-300 m (Table.3) (Jatiault et al., 2017, 2018; Hardman-86 

Mountford et al., 2003). While the SW carried by the BCC is characterised as cold with a lower 87 

salinity but with a similar velocity to the AC (Table.3) (Jatiault et al., 2017, 2018; Hopkins et 88 

al., 2013). The SW carried by the BCC is commonly located on the surface or beneath water 89 

carried by the AC (Jatiault et al., 2017, 2018). The Congo River discharge has a similar velocity 90 

magnitude, but warmer and less saline water than the SW, while it disperses in a basinward 91 

direction in water depths 0-20 m (Jatiult et al., 2017, 2018). The mid to bottom layer of the 92 

water column in the region is dominated by the Atlantic Intermediate Water (AAIW) (at water 93 

depths 400-1200 m) and North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) (at water depths 1700-2000 m), 94 

with a thin layer of upper Circumpolar Water (uCPW) between them (at water depths 1200-95 

1500 m), which all are circulated by southward currents (Fig.2, Table.3) (Arhan et al., 2003; 96 

Stramma and Schott, 1999; Jatiault et al., 2017). The AAIW and uCPW are circulated 97 

southward by the South Intermediate Counter Current (SICC) (Stramma and England, 1999; 98 

Stramma and Schott, 1999), while the NADW is circulated southward by the Deep Western 99 

Boundary Current (DWBC) (Jatiault et al., 2018; Garzoli et al., 2015). Those circulating water 100 

masses are characterised as sluggish and cold with a maximum velocity magnitude <20 cm/s 101 

(Table.3) (Jatiault et al. 2017, 2018). 102 



Recent measurements and numerical model observations show that in general the 103 

bottom-current regime in the regional study area are shaped by longshore currents that 104 

periodically shift between southward and northward flow directions across biweekly, seasonal, 105 

and interannual timeframes (Arhan et al., 2003; Guiavarc’h, 2008, 2009; Jatiault et al., 2018; 106 

Stramma et al., 2003; Vangrieshiem et al., 2005). The biweekly shifting is influenced by the 107 

propagating deep Yanai waves formed by the remote equatorial winds (Guiavarc’h, 2008, 108 

2009; Vangrieshiem et al., 2005). The seasonal and interannual variations are influenced by 109 

variations in solar radiation, Atlantic El Niño conditions and anthropogenic aerosol activity 110 

(Svendsen et al., 2014; Tokinaga and Xie 2011; Xie and Carton, 2004). Despite shifting 111 

directions, the bottom-current regime in the region is generally recognised to flow along the 112 

margin towards the south/southeast and is guided by the seafloor topography (Arhan et al., 113 

2003; Garzoli et al., 2015; Jatiault et al., 2018). The domination of the southeastward flow is 114 

from the AAIW and NADW components of the thermohaline circulation driven by the SICC 115 

(Fig.2) (e.g., Arhan et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2015; Jatiault et al., 2018).  116 

In the study area investigated here, two mooring stations were previously deployed to 117 

capture the current profile through the water column (Jatiault et al., 2018) (Fig.1a). Mooring 118 

station [1] was deployed from January-July 2009 and due to the short duration did not capture 119 

the full seasonal variation of the bottom-current regime. Mooring station [2] collected data from 120 

September 1997 to October 1998, including bottom-current measurements in water depths of 121 

1200-1400 m, and these data document currents that flowed toward both the northwest and 122 

southeast. The bottom-currents profile in mooring station [2] exhibits the oscillating currents 123 

of the propagating deep oceanic waves on the slope and the high influence of the southward 124 

NADW flow as shown by how the southeastward component dominates the profile (Jatiault et 125 

al., 2018). 126 

During the Middle Pleistocene Transition (MPT) (~1.2-0.8 Ma), the ocean thermohaline 127 

circulation underwent a major disruption marking the beginning of the 100 kyr glacial periods 128 

(Bell et al., 2015; Pena and Goldstein, 2014). This major disruption caused the 129 

south/southward flow of NADW components in the eastern part of South Atlantic Ocean, that 130 



was dominant before the MPT, to be weakened during the period between Marine isotope 131 

stages (MIS) 25 and 21 (~950 to 860 ka) (Bell et al., 2015; Pena and Goldstein, 2014; Venz 132 

and Hodell, 2002). This weakening of the south/southeastward NADW flow was also 133 

accompanied by the stronger influence of the northward flowing Circumpolar Deep Water 134 

(CDW) south of the Walvis Ridge (Bell et al., 2015; Pena and Goldstein, 2014; Venz and 135 

Hodell, 2002). The major disruption of the ocean thermohaline circulation subsequently 136 

generated the stabilisation in the 100 kyr glacial period, by helping to facilitate the drawdown 137 

of atmospheric CO2 and the growth of high-latitude ice sheets (Pena and Goldstein, 2014). 138 

After the major disruption, the weakening of the ocean thermohaline circulation was 139 

constrained to the prolonged glacials in the following 100 kyr glacial periods (Bell et al., 2015; 140 

Pena and Goldstein, 2014). 141 

 142 

2.2. Geological background 143 

The Lower Congo Basin was formed by the Gondwana breakup and rifting of the South 144 

Atlantic Ocean during the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous (Brice et al., 1982; Uchupi, 1992; 145 

Valle et al., 2001). Rift-controlled lacustrine basins preceded restricted marine conditions in 146 

the Aptian (125-113 Ma) that allowed the deposition of a thick (>1 km) salt layer followed by 147 

deposition of predominantly carbonates during the Albian, marls and clays from the Albian to 148 

Late Cretaceous and predominantly siliciclastic from the Late Cretaceous to Eocene (Brice et 149 

al., 1982; Karner et al., 1997; Marton et al., 2000; Schollnberger, 2001). The Aptian Salt 150 

subsequently facilitated the gravity sliding of the post-salt succession, with the gravity sliding 151 

exerting a first-order control on the geometry of the post-rift succession (Fort et al., 2004; 152 

Karner et al., 1997; Vallet et al., 2001). Based on the salt tectonic distribution, the Lower Congo 153 

Basin area is divided into three salt domains, a compressional domain characterised by 154 

abundant shallow salt structures, a translational domain characterised by the raft-graben 155 

province, and a translational domain in between (Marton et al., 2000; Tari et al., 2003). The 156 

study site is located in the translational domain.  157 



The post-salt interval of the Lower Congo Basin sedimentation is characterised by an 158 

Oligocene unconformity separating the greenhouse period (during Late Cretaceous to early 159 

Oligocene) with low-amplitude and high-frequency sea-level alterations, and the icehouse 160 

period (during early Oligocene to Holocene) with high amplitude and frequency sea-level 161 

alterations (Bartek et al., 1991; Séranne, 1999). The oceanic and climatic changes and the 162 

beginning of African margin uplift in the early Oligocene triggered a general depositional switch 163 

from aggradation to westward progradation of the terrigenous wedge, shelf erosion, and 164 

growth of the Congo Fan system in the abyssal plain (Anka et al., 2009; Séranne et al., 1992). 165 

In the early Miocene, the increased sediment supply, in conjunction with the continuous 166 

African margin uplift and mobilisation of the salt, modified the turbidite deposition across the 167 

shelf and upper slope of the basin (Anka et al., 2009; Broucke et al., 2004; Oluboyo et al., 168 

2014). After the Miocene, the acceleration on the margin uplift-rate and the instability of rising 169 

diapirs resulted in deeper incision and northwestward shift of the Congo Fan. This left the 170 

coarse-grained sediment supply along the shelf and slope to be contained inside the canyon 171 

and fine-grained hemipelagic sediments to be deposited elsewhere (Anderson et al., 2000; 172 

Anka et al., 2009; Berger et al., 1998; Broucke et al., 2004). 173 

The early Pliocene-Recent interval is dominated by clays with a biogenic fraction of 174 

diatom and nannofossil ooze (Bolli et al., 1978; Berger et al., 1998; Pufahl et al., 1998). This 175 

interval is also characterised by a regionally extensive polygonal fault system (PFS) within the 176 

Pliocene to Pleistocene sediments (e.g., Andresen and Huuse, 2011; Gay et al., 2004; Maia 177 

et al., 2016). The genesis of polygonal faults has been widely debated with recent 178 

experimental work suggesting the diagenesis of fine-grained sediments or shear failure under 179 

low confining stresses as the most likely candidate (Cartwright, 2011; Shin et al., 2008). Gay 180 

et al. (2007) argued that the polygonal faults may act as direct conduits for fluid migration in 181 

the shallow interval, which was challenged by Maia et al. (2016) since they found that 182 

polygonal faults system may not directly act as the conduit but instead control the formation 183 

of pipes structures that actually act as the direct conduits. 184 

 185 



2.2.1. The Congo Fan system 186 

 The Congo Fan system is located ~150 km north of the study site (Fig.1) and is among 187 

the largest active turbidite-systems that directly transports mud-rich sediments into the deep-188 

sea (Droz et al., 2003). The formation of the recent Congo Fan architecture was initiated in 189 

the Miocene-Pliocene transition at ~5 Ma as the result of the interaction between the erosion 190 

linked to an accelerated margin uplift and the instability created by the structural growth of 191 

rising diapirs on the salt ridge (Anka et al., 2009). The total area covered by the fan is up to 192 

330000 km2, with 21400 km2 of it covered by the canyon and deep-sea channel-levee system 193 

where turbidite sedimentation is active. Abandoned channels with prevailing hemipelagic 194 

deposition covers 280,000 km2 of the current areal extend (Babonneau et al., 2002; Savoye 195 

et al., 2009). The Congo Fan extends 800 km basinward from the coast, to a maximum water 196 

depth of ~5600 m.  197 

Based on its morphology and architecture, the Congo Fan can be divided into four 198 

zones: canyon, upper-fan valley, the upper channel-levee system, and the lower channel-199 

levee system leading to distal lobes (Babonneau et al., 2002). The canyon is located at water 200 

depths of 0-2000 m (with width up to 15 km and relief ranging from 0-1300 m), while the upper-201 

fan valley is located at water depths of 2000-3300 m (with width ranging from 4-9 km and relief 202 

ranging from 250-900 m) and the (upper and lower) channel-levee is located in water depths 203 

of 3300-4800 m (with width ranging from 1-2 km and relief up to 250 m) (Babonneau et al., 204 

2002). The Congo Fan has a single source point due to the landward incision of the Congo 205 

Canyon throughout the wide continental shelf (~150 km) that has caused the Congo River to 206 

directly link to the canyon, allowing a direct transfer of sediment from the river into the deep-207 

sea (Babonneau et al., 2002; Droz et al., 2003; Savoye et al., 2009). 208 

 The Congo Canyon/Channel is characterised with a deep incision of the channel floor 209 

that is even lower than the regional seafloor along its whole path (Babonneau et al., 2002). 210 

The deep incision may due to the preservation of the equilibrium profile during the incision of 211 

the canyon (Babonneau et al., 2002). The entrenchment of the Congo Canyon/Channel limits 212 

the overflow of the turbidity currents and inhibit/prevent channel avulsion, resulting in a 213 



maintained sediment load and turbidity flow energy (Babonneau et al., 2002, 2004). Hence 214 

the sediment load thus mainly occurs along the lower fan, to result in lengthening of the Congo 215 

Channel (Babonneau et al., 2002, 2004).  216 

 The Congo Fan has at least 100 channel-levee systems from three sub-fans: the 217 

Northern (880-540 ka), Southern (540-210 ka), and Axial Fan (210 ka-present day) (Droz et 218 

al., 2003; Marsset et al., 2009). In the present-day, only a single channel-levee is active at any 219 

given time. Over the late Quaternary, the channel-levee-lobe systems has undergone lateral 220 

architectural changes of increasing/decreasing channel lengths and basinward/landward 221 

migration of avulsion points, corresponding to prograding/retrograding architectural fan cycles 222 

(Marsset et al., 2009; Picot et al., 2016). Studies of the Axial Fan show that climatic factors 223 

controlled by the West African monsoon are the primary control of architecture and timing of 224 

avulsions of the channel-levee-lobe systems (Laurent et al., 2020; Marsset et al., 2009; Picot 225 

et al. 2016, 2019). During the humid period, the progradation system occurs with high fluvial 226 

discharge and chemical erosion, elevating the transport capacity of the turbidity currents 227 

(Marsset et al., 2009; Picot et al. 2016, 2019). During the arid periods, the retrogradation 228 

system occurs with low intensity rainfall, limited runoff, and predominance of mechanical 229 

erosion due to limited vegetation cover on land resulting in a decreased transport capacity of 230 

turbidity currents (Marsset, et al., 2009; Picot et al., 2016, 2019). During the arid/humid 231 

transition periods, retrogradation and up-fan avulsions occur from new increases in the 232 

transport capacity of turbidity currents after the onset of high precipitation and fluvial discharge 233 

(Marsset et al., 2009; Picot et al. 2016, 2019). 234 

 235 

3. DATA AND METHODS 236 

3.1. 3D Seismic data 237 

 The 3D seismic reflection data used in this study extend over 5000 km2 of the mid-238 

slope region of the basin (Fig. 1). Lateral resolution in the shallow interval is 25 m (twice the 239 

bin size of 12.5 m; Bacon et al., 2007), and vertical resolution is ~6 m using the quarter-240 

wavelength criterion (dominant frequency is 65 Hz and the average seismic velocity is 241 



estimated at 1500 m/s). The seismic display is zero phased, European standard, with blue (or 242 

white) reflections indicating negative amplitudes representing a positive acoustic impedance 243 

contrast and red (or black) reflections the opposite. Several seismic reflection surfaces were 244 

generated using Petrel and PaleoScan software packages, with each pick based on the 245 

tracking of a continuous (-) or (+) amplitude seismic reflection (e.g., Posamentier, 2004). 246 

Seismic volume attributes (amplitude, dip and variance) were extracted for each seismic 247 

horizon map to aid interpretation of subtle stratigraphic features and seismic facies distribution.  248 

 249 

3.2. Stratigraphic framework 250 

No well data were available in the study area, so the seismic stratigraphic interpretation 251 

is based on nearby correlations from a previous study (Andresen and Huuse, 2011), where 252 

the seismic data intersects the data used here (Fig.1).  The picking of key seismic markers for 253 

this study, horizon TG, in the western sub-basin (where the western furrow field exists) is 254 

based on the seismic reflector Cirq01 described in Andresen and Huuse (2011) (or CF-A in 255 

Uenzelmann-Neben et al., 1997/base IV in Gay et al., 2004/C1 in Maia et al., 2016). This 256 

seismic marker has a continuous reflection with strong negative amplitude at the top of the 257 

polygonal faults tier that separates the units in between (Andresen and Huuse, 2011; Maia et 258 

al., 2016; Uenzelmann-Neben, et al., 1997). Different ages have been assigned to this seismic 259 

marker, from the top of the Gelasian stage (1.8 Ma), MIS 12 (440-470 ka), and end of MIS 14 260 

(540 ka) (Gay et al., 2004; Uenzelmann-Neben, 1998; Droz et al., 2003). Here, we follow the 261 

assignment of Top Gelasian as the seismic marker age stated by Andresen and Huuse (2011), 262 

as this can be correlated within the current study site. The age determination was supported 263 

by unpublished internal industry reports. While the TG horizon in the eastern sub-basin (where 264 

the eastern furrow field exists) was linked through the 3D seismic data loop tying to the west 265 

sub-basin. The TG horizon in the eastern sub-basin has a dimmer negative reflection in the 266 

sub-basin than the western sub-basin while also topping the polygonal faults tier. 267 

 The readily identified furrow structure axes (e.g., Fig.3) were spatially mapped in 268 

ArcGIS software and used to help characterise the geometry (i.e., orientation, spacing, 269 



sinuosity index, and bifurcation) and migration characteristics of the more subtly expressed 270 

ridge structure axes. 271 

 272 

4. RESULTS 273 

The ridge-furrow structures in the study area are distributed across two main regions 274 

of the slope, which are referred to as ‘fields’ (Fig.4). The western furrow field contains 659 275 

distinct furrows and is located above the salt mini-basin province. The eastern furrow field 276 

contains 125 furrows and is located above the raft-graben province (Fig.4a). The ridge-furrow 277 

structures are not confined to the seabed surface as they occur throughout the shallow interval 278 

above the Cirq-1/TG surface (~Top Gelasian age/1.8 Ma – TG surface) (Fig.4b). The ridge-279 

furrow fields occur in areas where the slope measures 0.63° to 1.37° (Fig.4a) and are gentler 280 

than in the rest of the study area. Ridge-furrows are absent from areas with shallow salt 281 

structures (as shown on Fig.4), where raft structures outcrop at the seafloor (Fig.4), and where 282 

steeper seabed slopes are present (>1.55°– Fig.4a). The ridge-furrows are also locally absent 283 

from areas with pronounced clustering of seabed pockmarks linked to pipe-structures around 284 

salt diapirs (Andresen et al. 2011) (Fig.5). A Plio-Pleistocene PFS is observed beneath areas 285 

with and without ridge-furrows in the overlying stratigraphy (Fig.5).  286 

 287 

4.1. Ridge-furrow geometries 288 

On the seabed surface, furrow appearance has not been impacted by the underlying 289 

PFS (Fig.4a). The majority of furrows in both fields are observed to range from 0.5 to 2.5 km 290 

in length, elongated in a west-northwest–east-southeast direction (rotated 15-45° 291 

anticlockwise from the slope contours) (Fig.6). The furrows measure 60-80 m in width and are 292 

up to 10 m deep (Fig.3). The average spacing between furrows is typically 100-400 m, with a 293 

minority exceeding ~1000 m (Fig.7). The individual longitudinal geometry of most furrows is 294 

classified as almost straight with a sinuosity index (SI) generally ranging from ≥1.0 to 1.05, 295 

with only a few outliers of 1.05-1.25 SI (Fig.8a, 8b). Some furrows bifurcate towards their west-296 

northwest and east-southeast ends, with up to 80 bifurcation points identified (Fig.8c, 8d). A 297 



small subset of the total furrow population is coincident with pockmarks (13/784 or 1.7 % 298 

furrows on the seabed surface) and there does not appear to be a systematic relationship 299 

between the position of the pockmark relative to the length of the furrow.  300 

On the TG surface, the deepest surface with ridge-furrow structures, underlying 301 

polygonal faulting has modified the geometry of the features, making it difficult to measure 302 

morphological parameters except for longitudinal axes. The dimensions of the furrow 303 

longitudinal axes are larger than the polygonal faulting, meaning their morphology is 304 

distinguishable from the polygonal faulting pattern. The longitudinal axes are recognisable in 305 

both western and eastern furrow fields, although the ridge presence is barely recognised 306 

(Fig.4b), and they display a broadly similar orientation to those on the seafloor. 307 

In the eastern furrow field, the furrows spatial alignment displays some curvature that 308 

is convex in a southwest to south-southwest direction, in contrast to the furrows in the western 309 

furrow field that are relatively straight (Fig.9a,10a). 310 

 311 

4.2. Ridge-furrow structures  312 

In the shallow interval between the TG surface and seabed, furrows are observed as 313 

‘u’ shaped convex downwards depressions. These are observed on continuous low-to-314 

moderate amplitude seismic reflections that may represent fine-grained hemipelagic 315 

deposition (Fig.3b, 11a, 11c). The seismic reflection profiles show that furrow structures 316 

appear to be stacked, with the negative relief geometry of the furrow migrating in a southward 317 

direction through time (Fig.11a, 11c). The intervening ridges are subtler and can only be seen 318 

to exhibit positive relief at the present-day seabed (Fig.3b).  319 

 320 

4.3. Ridge-furrow structures and polygonal faults  321 

Spatial patterns derived from the furrow axes in the TG to seabed interval and the Plio-322 

Pleistocene PFS can be observed within the 3D seismic volume (Fig.9-13). Seismic mapping 323 

demonstrates that the typical thalweg of the furrows is orientated in a west-northwest–east-324 

southeast direction and crosscuts the omni-directional (polygonal) fault pattern beneath. Strike 325 



orientation of the polygonal fault population has a wide scatter, with outliers (>7.5 % 326 

occurrences from the total population) that are elongated either in a west-east or northwest-327 

southeast to north-northwest–south-southeast direction in the western furrow field (Fig.9) and 328 

either in west–east or north-northwest–south-southeast direction in eastern furrow field 329 

(Fig.10).  330 

On seismic profiles perpendicular to the axis of the furrow the furrow stacking trajectory 331 

is more gently dipping than the relatively steep underlying polygonal faults (Fig.11a, 11c). The 332 

furrow stacking pattern dips 10° to northeast, whilst the polygonal faults pattern dips 45-60° to 333 

the horizontal surface (e.g., Fig.11a, 11c – note that these seismic cross-sections have been 334 

vertically exaggerated). It was also observed that on the seismic profiles the stacking of 335 

furrows only occasionally connects with the underlying polygonal faults that extend into the 336 

furrowed stratigraphic interval (Fig.11-a, 11-c) (cf., Fig.11-12 in Gay et al., 2004). 337 

 338 

4.4. Furrow migration  339 

A comparison of furrow longitudinal axes on surfaces between the TG and seabed 340 

revealed that the axes of the furrow sets migrate laterally through time in this interval (Fig.12, 341 

13). Furrow axes can be positioned to within 25 m (the lateral resolution of the seismic data) 342 

and the gross lateral migration distances across the full span of this interval ranges from 100-343 

400 m (Fig.6), greater than any resolution artefact. The lateral offset of furrow axes between 344 

the TG surface and the seabed indicates migration down slope, toward either the southwest 345 

or south-southwest (Fig.6, 12f, 13f). 346 

Furrow migration (summarised on rose diagrams: grey column in Fig.6) is also evident 347 

on seismic cross-section profiles by the dip of furrow axes stacking patterns extending from 348 

those first observed on the TG surface to those on the modern seabed. Representative 349 

examples of this stacking pattern in both fields are shown in Fig.11a, 11c. The furrow 350 

depressions are easily recognised because where no furrows are present, these continuous 351 

background reflections exhibit a smooth geometry over distances of many kilometres. The 352 

furrow stacking patterns are dipping northeast (Fig.11). 353 



 354 

5. DISCUSSION 355 

5.1. Origin of the ridge-furrow structures 356 

Similar ridge and furrow seismic structures were previously identified by Gay et al. 357 

(2004) to the north of the Congo Canyon on the continental slope of Lower Congo Basin. In 358 

that case the structures are spatially extensive and aggrade vertically, whereas in this study, 359 

the structures were isolated in areas with a gentle slope at certain water depths and have a 360 

clear downslope migration trend. In that study, they suggest the structures are an early 361 

development of the PFS. The basis of that interpretation is: (1) the presumption that the PFS 362 

originated by the compaction of fine-grained sediments by gravity loading in the shallow 363 

interval; (2) the perpendicular relationship between furrow orientation and the slope dip 364 

direction; (3) the apparent correspondence between furrow orientation and the dominant 365 

pattern of the underlying PFS (e.g., Fig.7-8 in Gay et al., 2004); and (4) that in seismic cross-366 

sections the presence of seabed furrows always link with the polygonal faults that vertically 367 

extend through the whole PFS tier (e.g., Fig.9-11 in Gay et al., 2004). The last two 368 

observations were used as evidence of a connection between the furrows and the underlying 369 

PFS. However, subsequent experimental work suggests the PFS is formed due to the 370 

diagenesis of clay-rich sediments and shear failure under low confining stresses (Shin et al., 371 

2008; Cartwright, 2011), instead of the basin scale gravity-induced shrinking previously used 372 

to interpret furrows as the early stage of the PFS (Gay et al., 2004).  373 

The furrow axes observed in this study site are orientated oblique to the slope direction 374 

(Fig.12a, 13a). Seismic observations described here indicate that the spatial pattern of the 375 

furrow axes is distinct from the underlying PFS (e.g., rose diagrams in Fig.9, 10). Seismic 376 

cross-sections perpendicular to the axis of the furrows show the stacked furrow axes to be 377 

much less inclined than the polygonal faults. In addition, the orientation of stacked furrow axes 378 

are only occasionally coincident with the underlying vertically extensive polygonal faults 379 

(Fig.11), unlike the study published by Gay et al. (2004). The combined seismic observations 380 



thus suggest that there is no causative link between the furrows as part of the early 381 

development of the PFS. 382 

The lack of evidence to support that the ridge-furrow structures originated from 383 

processes similar to those associated with the underlying PFS requires alternative 384 

explanations to be considered: 1) the furrows reflect erosional scour, with the ridges a by-385 

product of that incision (Fig.14a-b), or 2) the ridge-furrow structures represent the typical ridge-386 

trough topography that is associated with sediment waves formed by bottom or gravity 387 

currents (Fig.14c-f).  388 

 389 

5.2. Ridge-furrow structures and oceanographic context 390 

5.2.1. Erosional scour as the ridge-furrow structures  391 

Conceptually, if furrows are erosional scours the thalweg of the furrows must be 392 

parallel to the bottom-current flow direction (Hernández-Molina et al., 2008; Rebesco et al., 393 

2014) (Fig.14a-b, 15c). The bottom-current should also be persistent, directionally stable with 394 

a helical flow pattern, and strong in magnitude, but may be periodically found with quiescence 395 

(Flood, 1983; Stow et al., 2009; Miramontes et al., 2021). The seafloor in the study area is 396 

assumed to be no coarser than fine silt, as has been recorded at the nearby ODP Leg 397 

175/DSDP Leg 40 site (Berger et al., 1998; Bolli et al., 1978). To generate mud furrows, at 398 

least >30 cm/s magnitude of bottom-currents would be required (Stow et al., 2009). In the 399 

case of the furrows in the study area, which are elongated in a west-northwest–east-southeast 400 

direction, if these features are erosional the inducing bottom-currents should be oriented 401 

parallel to the furrows orientation (i.e., toward west-northwest or east-southeast). The Coriolis 402 

Effect will also impact the migration direction and it is envisaged that furrow migration would 403 

be to the left of the dominant flow direction in the Southern Hemisphere (cf., Flood, 1994; 404 

Lamb et al., 2017; Seranné and Nzé Abeigne, 1999). In this case, in which the furrows 405 

migrated to the south-southwest through time (Fig.6), it is inferred that the flow of the bottom-406 

currents required to form these erosional scours would have been towards west-northwest 407 

(Fig.14a-b, 15c). 408 



The inferred direction of flow to the west-northwest for the bottom-current (Fig.15c) is, 409 

however, conflicting with the dominant component of measured bottom-current regime in the 410 

region. Present-day bottom-current flow measurements from a 48 hr record at mooring station 411 

[1] indicates a dominant flow to the south-southwest (Fig.15f). While a one year record in 412 

mooring station [2] indicates a flow to the northwest alternating with a dominating flow to the 413 

southeast (Fig.15g) depicting the oscillating components of the local impact of propagating 414 

deep oceanic waves (see oceanography background). The west-northwest direction is instead 415 

only oblique slightly to the northward component of the oscillating currents (Fig.15), indicating 416 

a plausible product-origin relationship between the furrows, if they are erosive, and the 417 

northward component flow. However, the northward flow component, as shown in the bottom-418 

current profile at mooring station [2], has a magnitude <20 cm/s (Jatiault et al., 2018). The 419 

magnitudes of that flow are below the threshold required (see above) to erode the sea floor 420 

that would be no coarser than fine silt, as has been recorded at the nearby ODP/DSDP site 421 

(Berger et al., 1998; Bolli et al., 1978). A mechanism triggered by topographical effects such 422 

as contourite channel or gateway may intensify the northward component flow, to result in 423 

acceleration in that flow speed (e.g., Hernández-Molina et al., 2006; Stow et al., 2009). 424 

However, the furrow fields are in areas that relatively flat and broad without any presence of 425 

those topographical forms. 426 

 427 

5.2.2. Sediment waves as the ridge-furrow structures  428 

Two possible relationships may be interpreted between sediment wave orientation and 429 

flow direction, where each has different implications on the reconstruction of the flow origin 430 

(McCave, 2017; Wynn and Stow, 2002). First, if we use the relationship commonly found in 431 

sediment wave fields formed by turbidity/density flow currents (commonly heading 432 

downslope), the sediment waves would have longitudinal axes perpendicular to the current 433 

flow direction, roughly parallel to regional slope, and may also migrate upstream or 434 

downstream (Cartigny and Postma, 2017; Wynn and Stow, 2002). Second, if we use the 435 

relationship commonly found in sediment waves formed by bottom-currents, the flow direction 436 



tends to be oblique with a steep angle (<45°) to the wave longitudinal axes (McCave, 2017; 437 

Wynn and Stow, 2002). The sediment waves may migrate upstream (as mostly found in 438 

observations) or downstream depending on the fluid dynamics (Cartigny et al., 2011; McCave, 439 

2017) to the left of the flow direction in the Southern hemisphere due to the Coriolis Effect 440 

(Wynn and Stow, 2002) or just aggrading without migration (McCave, 2017). These concepts 441 

of sediment wave formation, orientation and migration in relation to bottom flow direction and 442 

position on the continental slope were used to derive potential models of all plausible flow 443 

directions that may yield the observed sediment wave profile, as depicted on Fig.14b-n.  444 

 445 

5.2.2.1. Sediment waves originating from perpendicular flows to wave crest 446 

The relationship between density flow currents and sediment waves, suggest that the 447 

observed sediment waves could be formed by a flow that is perpendicular to the longitudinal 448 

axes of the crest, such as a flow toward the south-southwest (Fig.14c-d) or the north-northeast 449 

(Fig.14e-f). The flow direction in the latter scheme would, however, mean the density flow 450 

would be going slightly upslope, meaning it can be confidently discounted as a possible origin 451 

for the sediment waves. In the former scenario, a south-southwest flow direction would align 452 

with the observed wave migration direction and the sediment waves would then have a dune 453 

character (Cartigny et al., 2011), giving the inducing flow an expected Froude Number (Fr) of 454 

between 1-2 (Cartigny et al., 2011). 455 

 456 

5.2.2.2. Sediment waves originating from slightly oblique flows to wave crest 457 

 Following the relationship between bottom-currents and sediment waves, it would be 458 

plausible for the observed sediment waves to be formed by bottom-currents flowing toward a 459 

range of directions: north-northwest (Fig.14g-h), west-southwest (Fig.14i-j), east-northeast 460 

(Fig.14k-l), and south-southeast (Fig.14m-n), to create an angle between flow and wave crest 461 

of <45°. However, if the sediment waves were formed by the last two possible directions, the 462 

sediment migration would be to the right of the flow direction, opposing the conceptual criteria 463 

of bottom-currents and sediment wave relationship under the influence of the Coriolis Effect 464 



in southern hemisphere (see above), thus these possibilities can be ruled out. If the sediment 465 

waves formed from a flow to the north-northwest (Fig.14g-h), the sediment waves would then 466 

have an antidunes characteristic, since the flow direction would oppose the sediment waves 467 

migration and hence have Fr max > 1 (Cartigny et al., 2011). If the sediment waves formed 468 

from a flow toward the west-southwest (Fig.14i-j), the sediment waves would then have a 469 

dunes characteristic, since the flow direction would be the same as the sediment waves 470 

migration and hence have 1< Fr max< 2 (Cartigny et al., 2011). 471 

From the analysis shown in the last two subsections, it is either a flow to south-472 

southwest formed from a perpendicular flow-crest relationship (Fig.14c-d) or a flow toward the 473 

north-northwest or south-southwest that would then form a steep oblique flow-crest 474 

relationship (Fig.14g-j), which would meet the requirements from the conceptual model of 475 

sediment waves formation. The concept of a north-northwest flow in forming the sediment 476 

waves is contextually difficult to support. We have considered two possible origins that may 477 

form a northward flow: i) a northwestward component of oscillating currents of propagating 478 

deep oceanic waves (see oceanographic background), or ii) a northward thermohaline current. 479 

However, postulating either would be problematic. The northward flow in the former case has 480 

been measured in the contemporary setting (mooring station-[2], Jatiault et al., 2018), 481 

however, if the former case was the origin, it is uncertain why only the northward currents 482 

would lead to sediment wave migration, but the southward component, which is similar in 483 

magnitude and tends to dominate the record, would not (Arhan et al., 2003; Jatiault et al., 484 

2018; Vangriesheim et al., 2005). Thus, the southward component would be expected to 485 

impact sediment migration as well – e.g. the migration would be at least near to zero (net 486 

impact where migration in both directions is equal) or even the other opposite way around. 487 

The observations show the furrows migrated from TG to the seabed in a consistent direction 488 

towards the south-southeast through time.  489 

Northward thermohaline currents have not previously been reported in the region and 490 

appear contextually unlikely to occur as that would require a northward movement of a water 491 

mass in the deep circulation through a major oceanographic reorganisation that would move 492 



the AABW or other CDW beyond the region where it is currently constrained to water depths 493 

4000-6000 m to the south of Walvis Ridge (Fig.2). For these currents to continue north of the 494 

ridge for ~2000 km and to reach the study site, with water depths of 800-1500 m water depths, 495 

would likely have been captured in other proxy records from the region, which it has not. 496 

On the other hand, the concept of a flow toward the south-southwest or west-southwest 497 

in forming the sediment wave is contextually more appropriate for this setting. Considering the 498 

geography and oceanography of the study area, such as: i) minimum Coriolis Effect due to 499 

location near to the equator, (ii) regional geomorphology – adjacent to the Congo Fan (~150 500 

km) and continental shelf (~70 km), and (iii) location at slope margin and water depths 800-501 

1700 m, there are several possible origins that could generate flows in these directions. This 502 

includes overflow of the Congo Canyon, cascading off shelf water, and internal waves or a 503 

combination of some or all (Fig.16). In normal circumstances, overflow of the Congo Canyon 504 

is limited by the deep entrenchment of the high canyon sidewalls (see the Congo Fan section). 505 

However, the region is subjected to arid/humid transition periods associated with the West 506 

African monsoon. During the transition period, the vegetation phase would lag behind the 507 

precipitation phase, as a consequence there would be a time when there is an onset between 508 

high river discharge into the Congo Canyon system from high precipitation levels and the 509 

minimum vegetation cover and up-fan avulsions (Picot et al., 2016, 2019). High-turbidity 510 

capacity that is coeval with up-fan avulsion thickens the turbidity flow volume (e.g., Hiscott et 511 

al., 1997), increasing possibility for overflow events to occur along the Congo Canyon/Channel 512 

in these periods. Meanwhile, cascading flow of the shelf water can travel across the slope into 513 

the study area due to climatic disruption such as salinisation, and/or large storms (cf., 514 

Anderskouv et al., 2010; Canals et al., 2006; Hernández-Molina et al., 2016; Lonergan et al., 515 

2013). Such cascading flow may also contribute to increase the turbidity flow capacity of the 516 

Congo Fan (cf., Canals et al., 2006; Puig et al., 2008). Lastly, interfaces between different 517 

water-masses occur in the water depths where the study site is located (Table.3). Any 518 

disruption of these water-mass interfaces could possibly generate internal waves that cause 519 



shoaling and breaking on the continental slope, potentially generating downslope or upslope 520 

currents (Hernández-Molina et al., 2016; Pomar et al., 2011).  521 

 522 

5.2.3. Implications for similar ridge-furrow structures in the region  523 

Although not always specifically described, similar ridge-furrow structures can be 524 

observed in a number of previous 3D-seismic studies from Gabon to the Kwanza Basin (see 525 

digitised furrows on Fig.1) (Gay et al., 2004; Jatiault et al., 2019; Jones et al., 2014; Lonergan 526 

et al., 2013; Maia et al., 2016; Serié et al., 2017). Details of these observed furrows are 527 

provided in Table 2. The observed structures in these studies share broad similarities with 528 

those in this study – e.g. the dimensions, the obliquity of the ridge-furrow orientation to the 529 

local slope contours, the wavelength (or distance between furrows) ranging from tens to 530 

thousands of meters, and the location of the structures in water depths range of 800-2000 m. 531 

The similarities between the ridge-furrow structures identified across the West Africa slope 532 

margin means that they may share a similar origin as the sediment waves described above.  533 

 534 

5.3. Palaeoceanography implication  535 

Although it is important for elucidating the impact of key climatic events and its wider 536 

influence on ocean-atmospheric-and-climate interactions during the Quaternary (e.g., the 40-537 

to-100 kyr shift in glacial cycle during the MPT), the reconstruction of the regional 538 

palaeoceanograhic regime in the study region remains unresolved. When the ridge-furrow 539 

structures are interpreted as sediment waves, they can then be used to reconstruct the bottom 540 

currents regime over this time period back to their first emergence on the Gelasian surface.  541 

As given above, the ridge-furrow structures as sediment waves could result from a flow 542 

toward the south-southwest or west-southwest, dependent upon the flow regime (Fig. 14c-d, 543 

i-j). If the origin is overflow from the Congo Canyon, it would then suggest that a thickening of 544 

turbidity flow over the Congo Canyon occurred during certain periods of the Quaternary. This 545 

thickening would have caused sufficient overflow to overcome the entrenchment by the high 546 

canyon sidewalls. The overflow would then travel through the study area, which is distal to the 547 



canyon (~150 km away). If the origin is from cascading off shelf water, it would suggest that 548 

palaeoclimatic conditions allowed salinisation and/or possible cooling to occur. In such a 549 

scenario, dense over the surface waters, extreme conditions during large storms during low-550 

sea level, or overspilling from alongshore shelf currents could trigger the cascading process 551 

(e.g., Canals et al., 2006; Hernández-Molina et al., 2016; Lonergan et al., 2013). If the origin 552 

is from internal waves, it would then require the presence of physical processes that could 553 

trigger the disruption of horizontal density surfaces within a stratified water column (see 554 

Hernández-Molina et al. (2016) for a list of examples of physical processes that could trigger 555 

internal wave to occur). It is not clear what could have caused this exact disruption in the study 556 

area, other than to hypothesise large storms or propagating deep oceanic waves. If the origin 557 

is a combination of them, those events above would then occur simultaneously, which may be 558 

triggered by the same palaeo-climatic events, for instance changing in West African monsoon. 559 

More work needs to be carried out to sample the sedimentary characteristics of the ridge-560 

furrow structures to elucidate any associated palaeoclimatic information in order to determine 561 

which scenario is the most likely cause of these features.   562 

 563 

6. CONCLUSION 564 

Fields of ridge-furrow structures were identified in the shallow interval that extends 565 

from ~Top Gelasian (1.8 Ma) to present-day in age from 3D seismic cube analysis on the 566 

continental slope of the Lower Congo Basin. Here, geometrical descriptions were derived from 567 

the observation of furrows that are seismically more discernible than the subtle ridges. The 568 

geometrical description demonstrates that the ridge-furrow structures have a similar 569 

characteristic to those formed in deepwater sediment wave fields elsewhere. Based on the 570 

contextual analysis that consider the present and past oceanographic regime in the area, it is 571 

more likely that the identified ridge-furrow structures were formed by flows with a specific flow 572 

regime of 1 < Frmax < 2. The exact oceanographic origin of these features requires further work 573 

and likely relates to longshore currents cascading off the shelf, distal overflows from the Congo 574 

Canyon, breaking of internal waves or a mixture of these processes. This new recognition of 575 



the Lower Congo Basin ridge-furrow structures as sediment waves provides an alternative 576 

interpretation of similar structures in the continental slope that have previously been 577 

interpreted as erosional scours, or, as in a case study to the north side of the Congo Canyon, 578 

an early phase of polygonal faults formation. The identification of the orientation and migration 579 

of the sediment waves related ridge-furrow structures in continental slope may then be used 580 

as a tool to describe the palaeoceanography in those areas (e.g., mean flow direction and 581 

range of magnitude) with the caveat that ridge-trough structures may stack in a downslope or 582 

upslope or aggradational pattern, with different implications for the dominant bottom current 583 

regime.  584 

 585 
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Table.1. List of furrow structures observations worldwide and what was defined as the origin for each of them. * is given for the references that 894 

were conducted using a 3D seismic observation. 895 

 896 

Definition of Furrows Occurrence 

Dimension Linear/ 
Arcuate/ 
Sinuous 

Orientation 
Migration 

through time 
Spatial characteristic 

Flow velocity that 
may generate the 
furrows in muddy 

environments 

References 
Length Wide Depth 

           

As the bottom-
currents erosional 

features 

Various locations: (i) buried in the early 
Quaternary of the central North Sea basin; in 

the Late Cretaceous in Exmouth Plateau, 
offshore NW Australia; in the early-Miocene 
in the northern South China Sea; (ii) on the 

seabed in the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe 
Bank Channels at water depths 800-1200 m; 
in the Adriatic basin at water depths 300-800 

m; in the Gulf of Cadiz; in the Scan Basin, 
Antarctica at water depth 2700-3200 m  

tens of 
km 

tens of m - 3 
km 

a few tens of 
cm - 250 m 

Linear/arcuate 
Mostly 

parallel to 
the slope 

Lateral 
(Coriolis 
related) 

migration--to 
the right of 

the flow 
direction in 

NH  - Lamb et 
al., 2017; and 
lateral (non-

Coriolis 
related) 

migration--to 
the left of 
the flow 

direction in 
NH  - Sun et 

al., 2016; 

In the group with tens to 
hundreds of 

units/regularly spaced; 
Some with relatively large 

dimension were found 
isolated and associated 
with high bathymetry 

structures such as mud 
volcanoes/diapir/ridges/e

tc. 

>0.3 m/s (Stow et 
al., 2009) 

Rebesco et al., 2014; 
Hernández-Molina et 

al., 2008; 
Cartwright, 1995; 

Lamb et al., 2017*; 
Buckley, 2017*; 

Masson et al., 2004; 
Knutz et al.,, 2011*; 
Bonaldo et al., 2016; 

Nugraha et al., 
2019*; Lobo et al., 
2011; García et al., 
2016; Perez et al., 
2014, Sun et al., 

2016*; Hernández-
Molina et al., 2006; 
García et al., 2009; 
Ercilla et al., 2016; 

etc. 

As the 
iceberg/stamukhi 
erosional features 

Various locations in high-latitude areas on 
the present-day shelf to slope seabed 

surface, e.g., Norwegian Sea; Central basin-
Ross sea at water depth 400-600 m; 

Offshore South Carolina at water depth 170-
220 m;  Gdansk-Gotland Sill at water depth 

77-87 m; Hudson strait-Hatton basin at 
water depth 560-630 m  

>10 km 1-400 m 1-20 m Linear/arcuate 

Dependent 
upon the 
position 

(e.g., they 
can be 

random, 
while on the 
others such 

as away 
from the ice 
sheet, they 

can be 
found quite 

uniform) 

- - - 

Newton et al., 
2016*, 2018*; 

Halberstadt et al., 
2016; Hill et al., 

2008; Dorokhov et 
al., 2018; Metz et al., 

2008 
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Table.1. (continued) 899 

Definition of Furrows Occurrence 

Dimension Linear/ 
Arcuate/ 
Sinuous 

Orientation 
Migration 

through time 
Spatial characteristic 

Flow velocity that 
may generate the 
furrows in muddy 

environments 

References 
Length Wide Depth 

           

As the turbidity-
current erosional 

features 

Various locations: (i) buried in the 
continental slope, e.g., buried on the 
Miocene age in the continental slope 

offshore the Lower Congo Basin  and on the 
Pleistocene age offshore Borneo, Indonesia -
; (ii) on the seabed surface within the Cap de 

Creus Canyon  

>10 km up to 700 m 
range from 

<20 - 
40 m 

Linear 
Perpendicul
ar to slope 

- 
In the group with up to 
tens of units/located in 

steep slope 
- 

Gee et al., 2006*; 
Posamentier and 

Kolla, 2003*;  Puig et 
al., 2008 

As the elongation of 
pockmarks 

Buried on Miocene-to-Pliocene age in the 
North Sea Central Graben 

up to 25 
km 

~500 m - 3 
km 

5-250 m Linear 
Parallel to 

slope 
- 

Located in the area 
where salt-diapir occurs 

- Killhams et al. 2011* 

As the reworking of 
the abandoned u-

shaped channel-like 

From buried on the ~Oligocene age-to-
Present-day seabed surface on the 
continental slope Offshore Gabon; 

water depths 500-1500 m; slope angle 0.2-
4.5 degree 

20-25 
km 

2-8 km 200 m Linear 
Perpendicul
ar to slope 

Direct 
Coriolis 
related 

migration--
lateral 

migration (to 
the left 

(right) in SH 
(NH)) 

towards the 
flow 

direction 

Located in the steep 
slope above abandoned 
u-shaped channel-like 

- 
Séranne and Nze 
Abeigne, 1999; 

Biscara et al., 2010 

As the polygonal 
faults features 

On the palaeo to present-day seabed 
surfaces in the interval starting from ~the 

Mid Pleistocene age surface on the 
continental slope offshore the Lower Congo 

Basin; 
water depths 1000-2000 m; slope angle <1 

degree 

up to a 
few km 

100-150 m? 
(based on 

the paper's 
figures 

observation ) 

a few 
meters? 

(based on 
the paper's 

figures 
observation ) 

Linear/slightly 
sinuous 

Oblique but 
not 

perpendicul
ar to the 

slope 

- 
In the group with up to 

hundreds of 
units/regularly spaced 

- Gay et al., 2004* 

As the troughs of 
sediment waves 

On the palaeo to present-day seabed 
surfaces in the interval started from ~the 

Mid Pleistocene age surface on the 
continental slope offshore the Lower Congo 

Basin; water depths 1000-1700 m; slope 
angle <1 degree; presence of similar furrows 
were also identified in offshore Gabon  and 

Kwanza Basin  

<0.5 - 
5.5 km 

50-250 m up to 10 m 
Linear/slightly 

sinuous 

Oblique but 
not 

perpendicul
ar to the 

slope 

Direct 
Coriolis 
related 

migration--
lateral 

migration (to 
the left 

(right) in SH 
(NH)) 

towards the 
flow 

direction 

In the group with up to 
hundreds of 

units/regularly spaced 

5-20 cm/s Manley 
& Flood, 1993; 

Stow et al., 2009  

This study* 

900 



Table.2. Dimension, orientation, spacing, and interval water depths occurrence of similar furrows identified in other seabed/3D seismic studies 901 

from Gabon to Kwanza Basin. (*) are those studies where the furrows were not intentionally described in the papers, thus the dimensions given 902 

there are based on the visual assessment from the paper figures.  903 

Paper  
publication 
 

Basin 
 

Furrows dimension 
 
 

Furrows 
orientation 
 

Furrows 
migration  

Spacing 
 

Interval Water Depth 
occurrence 
 

Relief Length Width 

Lonergan et 
al., 2013* 

Gabon Basin A few 
meters? 

Hundreds 
of metres? 

Tens of 
metres? 

NW-SE - 200-500 m 1100-1600 m 

Gay et al., 
2004, 2007 

Lower Congo 
Basin 
(to the north of 
the Congo Fan) 

A few 
metres 

100-1100 
m 

Tens of 
metres 

N-S Aggrading 
only/almost 
zero 

1-3 km 1000-2000 m 

This study Lower Congo 
Basin 

8-10 m 
 

500-5000 
m 
  
  

60-80 m 
  
  

WNW-ESE 
  
  

To South-
southwest 

50-1000 m 
  
  

800-1700 m 

Jatiault et 
al., 2019* 

Lower Congo 
Basin (to the 
southwest of the 
study site) 

1400-1700 m 
  
  

Jones et al., 
2014* 

Lower Congo 
Basin (to the 
west of the 
study site) 

Serié et al., 
2017* 

Kwanza Basin A few 
hundred 
meters? 

Hundreds 
of metres? 

Tens of 
metres? 

Varying 
  

- Hundreds to 
a thousand 
of meters? 

1000-1400 m 

 904 

  905 



Table.3. Physical components and interval depths of circulating water masses in the water column of the study area. This information was 906 

gathered from Arhan et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2015; Jatiault et al., 2018. 907 

Water mass Driven currents Velocity Temperature Salinity Interval 
water 
depths 

River Discharge(RD) Congo Plume (CP) 20-50 cm/s 
(dispersing) 

24-26° C 33.6-34.5 
psu 

0-20 m 

Surface Water (SW) 
  

• Angola 

Currents 

(AC) 

20-50 cm/s 
(southward) 

16-24° C 
  

36.4 psu 0-300 m 

• Benguela 

Coastal 

Currents 

(BCC) 

20-50 cm/s 
(northward) 

colder Lower 
salinity 

Surface-
subsurface 
(Beneath 
AC) 

Atlantic Intermediate 
Water (AAIW) 

South Intermediate 
Counter Currents (SICC) 
  

<20 cm/s 
(southward) 
  

8-4° C 
  

34.5-34.8 
psu 
  

400-1200 m 

Upper Circumpolar 
Water (uCPW) 

1200-1500 
m 

North Atlantic Deep 
Water (NADW) 

Deep Western Boundary 
Currents (DWBC) 

Slow flow  
(~2 cm/s)  
(southward) 

~3° C >34.8 psu 1700-2000 
m 
 

908 
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Fig.1. (a) Map of the sub-tropical section on the West Africa passive margin that shows the 930 

locations of published studies based on the analysis of 3D seismic data, including the site of 931 

this case study in (c). In each of the 3D seismic sites, there is an abundance of linear 932 

depression/furrow structures that have been identified. Insets (b, c, and f) show the outlines 933 

of the observed features in the Lower Congo Basin (b – Gay et al., 2004, 2006, 2007; c – This 934 

study, Jones et al., 2014; Jatiault et al., 2019; f – Maia et al., 2016), while (d) shows the outlines 935 

observed in the Gabon Basin (Lonergan et al., 2013), and (e) the outlines observed in the 936 

Kwanza Basin (Serié et al., 2017). 937 

   938 

Fig.2. (a) Regional map showing the surface to deep thermohaline circulation in the modern-939 

day South Atlantic Ocean, with water column stratigraphy shown profiles A08 (b), A10 (c), and 940 

A13 (d). Light blue dashed lines represent the three profiles. The water columns is comprised 941 

of the Surface Water (SW), Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW); upper Circumpolar Water 942 

(uCPW); North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW); and the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). The 943 

surface currents circulation was gathered from Hardman-Mountford, 2003 and Hopkins et al., 944 

2013; AAIW, uCPW, and AABW circulation from Stremma and England, 1999; and NADW 945 

circulation from Arhan et al., 2003). The water mass profiles of A08 and A11 were gathered 946 

from Holfort and Siedler (2001) and the water mass profile of A13 were gathered from Arhan 947 

et al. (2003). The nomenclature of the water mass profile of A13 were matched to those in the 948 

A8 and A11 profiles. The background bathymetry and topography maps were obtained from 949 

ESRI.  950 

 951 

Fig.3. (a) An example of ridge-furrow structure morphology on a combined dip and depth map 952 

of the seabed (SB) surface found in the study area  – location of the inset can be seen in 953 

Fig.4.a. (b) is the superimposed (10:1 ratio toward the horizontal scale) seismic profile of the 954 

seismic stratigraphy on X-X’ line located depicting the subsurface of the furrow structures and 955 

the presence of subtle intervening ridge structures among the furrows, while (c) is the line-956 

drawing interpretation of the seismic stratigraphy in the interval of interest from the Top 957 



Gelasian (TG) to the seabed (SB). The black solid vertical bars in (c) show the central furrows 958 

location in the cross-section, while the dashed black bars show the center line of the ridges. 959 

 960 

Fig.4. Maps of ridge-furrow structure occurrence in the study area, which consist of (a) Map 961 

of dip and bathymetry of the seabed (SB) surface in the study area, depicting the presence of 962 

furrows and the distribution of furrow bifurcation points, (b) map of dip and bathymetry of the 963 

Cirq-1 (TG) surface in the study area showing the presence of the typical furrows across the 964 

area on that palaeo-surface. Black dotted lineaments in 3D view of (b) signs 10 ms TWT depth 965 

contour. 966 

 967 

Fig.5. (a) Section of the seabed (SB) dip map in northern part of the West-Field showing areas 968 

where furrow fields exist. Cross-sections Y-Y’ (b) and Z-Z’ (c) show the subsurface of these 969 

areas. Location of the sections can be seen on Fig.4a. BSR is a bottom-simulating reflector 970 

observed across the study area. 971 

 972 

Fig.6. Orientation and migration characteristic of the furrows in West-Field (a) and East-Field 973 

(b). 974 

 975 

Fig.7. Spacing characteristic of the furrows in West-Field (a) and East-Field (b). 976 

 977 

Fig.8. Sinuosity index (SI) and bifurcation occasion characteristic of the furrows in West-Field 978 

(a—sinuosity index, c—bifurcation occasion) and East-Field (b—sinuosity index, d—979 

bifurcation occasion). The classification of the SI (almost straight, winding, twisty, and 980 

meandering) is based on the conventional classes of river sinuosity. 981 

 982 

Fig.9. Section in the southern West-Field that shows the comparison between the outlines of 983 

furrow structure orientation on the seabed (SB) and the polygonal fault system plan-form 984 

pattern on the TG surface (a). The furrows outlined on the SB were based on the structure 985 



(dip and depth) map (b), while the polygonal faults outline on the TG surface was based on 986 

the TG variance attribute map (c). Location of the section can be seen in Fig.4.a. Coloured 987 

dots across A-A’ line used to sign intersections of a seabed furrow on A-A’ line; each different 988 

colour indicates a different individual furrow–it does not represent the seabed depth. 989 

 990 

Fig.10. Section of the West-Field that compares furrow structure orientation on the seabed 991 

(SB) and the horizontal pattern of the polygonal fault system on the TG surface (a). The 992 

furrows outlined on the SB were based on the structure (dip and depth) map (b), while the 993 

polygonal faults outline on the TG surface was based on the TG variance attribute map (c). 994 

Location of the section can be seen in Fig.4.a. Coloured dots across B-B’ line used to sign 995 

intersections of a seabed furrow on B-B’ line; each different colour indicates a different 996 

individual furrow–it does not represent the seabed depth. 997 

 998 

 Fig.11. Seismic profiles in (a) the southern West-Field section [A-A’] and (d) East-field section 999 

[B-B’] that depicts the presence of the furrow structures. Furrow occurrence on seismic profiles 1000 

are described as convex downward depressions on the seismic reflections. The seismic profile 1001 

also exhibits the dipping pattern of the Plio-Pleistocene polygonal faults system tier (from 1002 

~BP[Base Pleistocene] to TG[Top Gelasian]). The furrows presence on the seabed (SB) are 1003 

depicted on the seismic profile as the coloured circles. The convex accent of furrows on the 1004 

SB is depicted clearer on the seabed topography in c – for the [A-A’] profile and f – for the [B-1005 

B’] profile. The comparison of vertical dipping patterns of the stacked furrows and the 1006 

polygonal faults system in the shallow interval is shown on the rose diagrams (b) – for the [A-1007 

A’] profile and (e) – for the [B-B’] profile. The rose diagrams display the vertical dipping patterns 1008 

in cross-section plane, where the red colour depicts the dipping trend of the stacked furrows 1009 

and the black depicts the dipping trend of the polygonal faults. Location of A-A’ and B-B’ can 1010 

be seen in Fig.9a and 10a, respectively. 1011 



 1012 

Fig.12. Maps depicting furrow migration behaviour through time captured in the southern 1013 

West-Field section. (a) shows the outline map of the furrows on the seabed (SB) and TG 1014 

compared to modern slope contours. The furrow outline for each surface was digitised from 1015 

the structure map of dip and depth map such as given in the small inset in the section, (b) is 1016 

the structure map on the seabed (SB) and (c) is on TG surface. The thickness in between the 1017 

two surfaces in the inset is given in (d) and the contour of the thickness map is given in (e). 1018 

Location of the section can be seen in Fig.4a. Coloured dots in each figure have same function 1019 

with those in fig.9. In (e), red arrows represent observed furrows migration direction from TG 1020 

to SB, purple contour lines represent 1 ms TWT contour of SG-TF thickness for thickness < 1021 

the median value in (d), which is 60 ms TWT, and yellow contour lines represent 1 ms TWT 1022 

contour of ST-TG thickness for thickness > the median value. 1023 

 1024 

Fig.13. Maps depicting furrow migration behaviour through time captured in the East-Field 1025 

section. (a) shows the outline map of the furrows on the seabed (SB) and TG surface 1026 

compared to modern slope contours. The furrow outline for each surface was digitised from 1027 

the structure map of dip and depth map such as given in the small inset in the section, (b) is 1028 

the structure map on the seabed (SB) and (c) is on TG surface. The thickness in between the 1029 

two surfaces in the inset is given in (d) and the contour of the thickness map is given in (e). 1030 

Location of the section can be seen in Fig.4a. Coloured dots in each figure have same function 1031 

with those in fig.9. Legend for (a) can be seen in Fig.11. In (e), red arrows represent observed 1032 

furrows migration direction from TG to SB, purple contour lines represent 1 ms TWT contour 1033 

of SG-TF thickness for thickness < the median value in (d), which is 70 ms TWT, and yellow 1034 

contour lines represent 1 ms TWT contour of ST-TG thickness for thickness > the median 1035 

value. 1036 

 1037 

Fig.14. The conceptual model of the relationships of furrow structures orientation and 1038 

migration observed in the study site versus all plausible near bottom flow directions that may 1039 



have generated the observed orientation and migration of the ridge-furrow structures based 1040 

on known theoretical argument and observations of the furrows or sediment wave formation 1041 

(Cartigny et al., 2011; Flood, 1988; McWave, 2017; Wynn and Stow, 2002). (a) depicts the 1042 

inferred flow direction based on the conceptual model of the relationship between furrow 1043 

orientation and migration in western furrow field and flow direction if the furrows are erosive 1044 

features/longitudinal bedforms, which both would be parallel or lightly oblique upon each other 1045 

(Hernández-Molina et al., 2011; Rebesco et al., 2014). While (b) is same with (a) but using 1046 

the furrow migration and orientation in eastern furrow field (with a degree of curvature from 1047 

the furrows aligning pattern). (c & e) depict the possible flow direction using the relationship 1048 

between furrow orientation and migration in western furrow field and flow direction if the 1049 

furrows are sediment waves generated by turbidity/density flow currents, where the furrows 1050 

would be perpendicular to a flow direction. While (d & f) is using the furrow migration and 1051 

orientation in eastern furrow field.  (g, i, k & m) depict the possible flow directions using the 1052 

relationship between furrow orientation and migration in western furrow field and flow direction 1053 

if the furrows are sediment waves generated by bottom-currents, which the furrow orientation 1054 

would be oblique <45°. While (h, j, l, & n) using the furrow migration and orientation in eastern 1055 

furrow field. The left table underneath the diagram exhibits whether (a-b) and (c-f) fulfil the 1056 

conceptual criteria of erosive furrows and sediment waves generated by turbidity/density flow 1057 

currents respectively as gathered from the related references (for erosive features: Flood, 1058 

1994; Hernández-Molina et al., 2008; Rebesco et al., 2014, for sediment waves generated by 1059 

turbidity/density flow currents: Cartigny and Postma, 2017; Wynn and Stow, 2002). While the 1060 

right table underneath the diagram exhibits whether (g-n) fulfil the conceptual criteria of 1061 

sediment waves generated by bottom-currents as gathered from the related references (e.g., 1062 

Cartigny et al., 2011; McCave, 2017; and Wynn and Stow, 2002). The circles display a traffic 1063 

light system showing whether each model fulfils the conceptual criteria for sediment wave 1064 

formation: i) meets the conceptual criteria and is contextually feasible (green), ii) meets the 1065 

conceptual criteria but does not fit the study area oceanographic context (amber), and iii) does 1066 



not fulfill the conceptual criteria (red). Thus, conceptual models marked with a green signal 1067 

are the most likely candidates for sediment wave formation. 1068 

 1069 

Fig.15. Juxtaposition of the observed furrow structures (orientation and migration) towards the 1070 

inferred bottom-current flows from different furrow definitions and origin assumptions, and the 1071 

modern-day bottom current profile measured nearby. (a) The orientation direction of the 1072 

observed furrows. (b) The migration direction of the observed furrows. (c) The inferred bottom-1073 

currents mean flow if the furrows were defined as erosional events. (d) The inferred bottom-1074 

currents mean flow if the furrows were defined as troughs of sediment wave formed by bottom-1075 

currents, to northwest. The inference is based on the common relationship of flow direction 1076 

against sediment waves of bottom-currents bedforms (McCave, 2017; Wynn and Stow, 2002). 1077 

(e) The inferred bottom-currents mean flow if the furrows defined as troughs of sediment wave 1078 

formed by density flow, to southsouthwest. The inference is based on the common relationship 1079 

of flow direction against sediment waves of turbidity-currents bedforms (McCave, 2017; Wynn 1080 

and Stow, 2002). (f) The modern bottom-current profile from the 48 h measurement of 1081 

mooring-station (1). (g) The modern bottom-current profile from the one year measurement of 1082 

mooring station (2). The latter bottom-current profile shows the imprint of oscillating currents 1083 

in the bottom-current regime in the region with the southward domination flow due to 1084 

thermohaline currents (see oceanography background section for further explanation). To be 1085 

noticed the bottom current profile may not represent the truly direction of the bottom-current 1086 

regime in the study site, since the measurement located ~50 km to the southeast that may 1087 

have different slope strike configuration to the study area. 1088 

 1089 

Fig.16. Schematic model of all the bottom-current flows that are considered likely to become 1090 

the origin of the ridge-furrow structures observed in the study site. The bottom-currents flow 1091 

is either distal overflow of Congo Canyon (thin red arrows) (a), cascading of dense shelf water 1092 

(thin purple arrows) (b) of the Angola Currents (AC) (thick purple arrows) or Benguela Coastal 1093 

Currents (BCC) (dark blue arrow), or internal waves (light blue wavy arrow) (c), or a 1094 



combination of them. The Congo Canyon overflow could be amplified by the addition of the 1095 

cascading of dense shelf water (x) and sensitive to the variation of the climate and 1096 

environmental conditions on the land, for example high precipitation may result in high river 1097 

input and hence increase the turbidity flow intensity (y). The model is not to scale. 1098 


